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From the Editor’s Desk
Hey Fam,
How’re you holding up? I certainly know things are taking a toll
on me.
Covid can’t seem to be settled.
Now it’s the winter season again.
It’s dark all the time.
Life takes a toll all its own.
One thing I’ve noticed in myself, in my games, here at Explosive
Runes, and all-around site, is a bit of burnout all around the
Crossing.
And I just wanted to tell you that that’s okay.
Creativity has an ebb and flow to it, and sometimes when the
tide is out you must dig deep to find the energy to continue, to
make a meaningful post, to want to continue the story and the
game. Ultimately what we’re doing here is collaborative
storytelling, the oldest art form.
Creative burnout is a state of emotional, physical, and mental
exhaustion with respect to your creative work, or in this case
creative play. Unfortunately for many of us on the site, we use
this site as a source of enjoyment and creative outlet, so when
we fail to live up to our own standards, we suffer a bit of a
snowballing effect which leads to more creative burnout as we
fail to live up to our expectations and the perceived expectations
of others.
Now a simple google search will reveal that stress is the number
one enemy of creativity so of course my number one advice is to
reduce stress. Well, that’s easier said than done. I am grossly
unqualified to give any meaningful advice on the matter, as I am
a giant animated ball of stress. So I’m not even going to
pretend.
But what I will do is remind you that you aren’t alone.

We’re all in this together and people are very understanding.
Communicate with your players or your Game Master. Take a
break if you need to. Need a few days to recover? Just let
everyone know. Need a week or a two? Let people know. Most
people are very understanding that life is hard, in general, and
has been more chaotic as of late - communication in any
relationship is critical, and so too does it apply to gaming and
online communities.
If you’re no longer having fun in a game and posting has become
a chore, communicate that - resign if necessary, take a break,
talk it out - but remember that we’re all here to have fun and
when the fun stops, things need to be sorted. For those of you
who are keeping on keeping on, keep it up. You are seen and you
are appreciated.
Game on beautiful people.
wodine

From the Desk of Birched
Dear fellow RPG Crossing community members,
Happy December! By the time this hits your screens it will be
almost the winter solstice in the northern hemisphere. Around
here, that means that the air will be chill, days will be short, and
cycling will have withered as a commuting option for all but the
most steadfast and well-equipped. I hope to be spending
evenings with my close family and enjoying good time and good
cheer, and I hope that you each are finding comfort and
company wherever you are. It's been a tough couple of years
around the world, and I hope that you are weathering them in
good health and in a style that befits the great wit, imagination,
patience, and charm of a play-by-post role player.
We should now be part way into our 10th Annual Membership &
Mental Health Charity drive. I am very proud of the $12,500
we've raised so far to improve the lives of those affected by
mental illness, and hope that once again we will be able to
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exceed previous years. There are many causes to which our
community could contribute, but I think this one stands out, and
I like that we have continued our support over the long term.
The Brain and Behavior Foundation is a charity of high repute,
which funds research into improving current knowledge; that
means we are helping to develop new understandings that could
lead to dramatic improvements in current care. And although the
charity is US-based (chosen so that most direct donors can get
tax receipts, given the population of the RPG Crossing
community), new knowledge from supported research crosses
national boundaries, which helps make it a good cause for our
widespread community.
Statistically, mental health issues impact the lives of many
members of RPG Crossing, perhaps something to keep in mind
when someone mysteriously slows down in posting or stops for a
time. The number affected may even be disproportionately high
in a friendly online community that can be a refuge for those who
experience chronic health issues. If you have not yet participated
in our drive, please consider doing so. The charity donations
contribute to the health and well-being of those in and beyond
the community, and membership purchases are the cornerstone
of the financial well-being of RPG Crossing. If you value this
community, it's important.
Speaking of memberships: by now, I will have announced that
the cost of a CS membership increased to $4/month or $36/year
on December 6. This price increase is the first since 2005 and
has been precipitated by decreased revenue from online
advertising, dramatically increased cost for insurance, and
increasing upkeep costs. Interestingly, the price change is
slightly less than would be called for by inflation over the same
period.
I hope that this amount does not prevent anyone from
supporting RPG Crossing as a CS member; it is certainly much
less than it would be if our site and community were not the
beneficiary of an incredible amount of volunteer effort on the
part of many people. CS memberships are by far the most
important income for the site, and your continued financial
support in this manner is critical to the ongoing existence of RPG
Crossing. Thank you to all those who have supported the site
through donations and CS memberships until now, and I hope
that we can count on your continued support!

The other tidbit I thought I'd discuss here is related to the future
of RPG Crossing. Back in August I hosted a "Development Chat"
at the RPGX Gaming Server (RPG Crossing's unofficial Discord
location.) I promised a summary of that chat would appear
afterwards but got overwhelmed with other things and have not
produced it. Well, here you go! The basic purpose of the
discussion was to provide an opportunity for me to ask for input
on decisions around RPG Crossing infrastructure going forward.
This is a critical discussion because it is time to rework some of
RPG Crossing's hardware and software foundations, and some
elements of this will require significant development effort and
result in important decisions around the interface and behavior
of the site. I received the following advice from those present:
1. Regarding the nature of the server: transitioning to a cloud
server is a good decision from a security standpoint, especially
given the limited resources at my disposal to stay on top of the
dedicated server; an offer was also made to help with
penetration testing. There seemed to be general agreement that
moving from a dedicated server to the cloud was a good idea,
and at least one participant supported AWS as a provider.
2. Regarding any future migration to a new platform: continuity
is important, but there was also recognition that not everything
can work the same when moving from one code base to another.
It will be important to have a migration plan to help people get
happily from A to B. This migration plan is probably most
efficiently drawn up once we have a better idea of what we are
migrating to.
3. Regarding finding people to do coding work: People suggested
Upwork, lemon.io, and fiverr. My own leaning is to strongly
consider the coders-for-hire who lurk in the forums of the
software we would be adapting. It will be critical to be clear
about the delivery expectation. Pay them to architect the APIlevel connection so that when we are building, we can give APIlevel instructions, which if they don't meet, they don't get paid.
4. Regarding old content: consider lightening the site by
converting old content somehow; perhaps to PDF after some
deadline.
5. Regarding the future: consider the long-term customer for
PBP. Is Discord a competitor, or an adjunct? What features need
to be core, and what can be elsewhere?
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The discussion was both more in depth and wide ranging than
this, but I feel that these are the main points. I really enjoyed
the chat and the opportunity both to share my thoughts and to
hear those of others. It was a great group of thoughtful
participants. I would like to do this kind of session again in the
future. In the meantime, if you have any thoughts, you know
where to find me!
I hope that you are enjoying this issue of Explosive Runes, and if
you haven't already, I highly recommend taking a wander
through the back issues.
All the best,
Birched / Mark
P.S. One of my recent time wasters has been "quick" cryptic
crosswords. For those with an enjoyment of language and a
willingness to pronounce words with British accents in their
heads, I can recommend the compilations made by the Times.
There's a bit of a system to it, but it's not too byzantine and I
like the opportunity to sit back and think differently for a bit.
Here's an example of the kind of clue you might find in one:
"Tolkien hero seen in Bree, drunk, by Aragorn, finally (5)"

“Committed to alleviating the suffering caused by
mental illness by awarding grants that will lead to
advances and breakthroughs in scientific research.”

RPG SPOTLIGHT –
LEGEND OF THE FIVE RINGS (5TH EDITION)
Spoonybard
I recently wrapped up a Legend of the Five Rings (5th Edition)
game on the RPG Crossing forum and had a blast doing it. If you
ever wanted to play as a noble samurai bringing honor to your
Clan or a wandering rōnin defending a helpless village from
bandits, then I definitely recommend checking it out. The setting
is refreshingly unique, and the mechanics are fun and align well
with the game’s central themes. In the review that follows, I
hope to provide a meaningful overview of the game while
highlighting some of the pros and cons relative to other games.
First, let’s start with a brief history. The Legend of the Five Rings
RPG was originally written by John Wick (no, not the Keanu
Reeves character) in the 90s, with the first edition winning the
Origins Awards Best Roleplaying Game of 1997. The series
evolved through several editions over the years, culminating in a
full reboot of the setting with the 5th Edition under Fantasy Flight
Games. They’ve since sold part of the IP to Edge Studios, and
future supplements will come from them.
The setting also boasts a competitive card game for purchase as
well as fictions available for free from Fantasy Flight. The fictions,
by the way, are excellent and a superb resource for learning
more about the setting (or simply to read for fun). The story
reminds me of Game of Thrones with, dare I say, a much better
ending!
Setting
In this humble GM’s opinion, as a lover of great worldbuilding,
the setting is the best part of the game. It takes place in the
fictional Emerald Empire of Rokugan, primarily inspired by feudal
(specifically Sengoku Period) and mythological Japan. Although
the domain is overseen by a single Emperor of the
Chrysanthemum Throne, there is a struggle for power between
the seven Great Clans that forms the basis for much of the
game’s political intrigue with the ever-present possibility of war.
Meanwhile, the Empire faces a constant threat of attack from the
tainted creatures of the Shadowlands; shugenja (this world’s
version of mages) work hard to keep the lands purified of evil
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spirits.
While the setting provides an abundance of material from which
GMs can craft a variety of exciting adventures, it also evokes a
tone familiar to fans of samurai dramas. Stories are encouraged
to focus on inner turmoil and resolution, as players decide how
their characters interpret the strict code of honor known as
Bushido and how far they are willing to stray from their duty to
pursue their own personal desires. Competent GMs understand
the importance of the internal struggle of a samurai and will
grant players the space to weave their characters’ personal
stories into the larger narrative.
As you start an
adventure in
Rokugan, you’ll
quickly notice how
the setting impacts
gameplay,
differentiating the
game from other
settings like
Dungeons &
Dragons. As an
example, while
money exists, it is
rarely necessary
during play. Due to
a strict social
hierarchy placing samurai at the top, peasants are obligated to
provide samurai with whatever they desire, whether it's a hot
meal, a room for a night, or supplies to continue a journey.
Corpses must never be touched or looted, and it is taboo to wear
the armor or wield the weapon of a deceased samurai. I find the
game’s approach to adventuring appealing as a GM, as it allows
my players to focus on the story rather than the minutiae of
supplying an adventure. It also provides an in-game reason to
disallow many a GM’s greatest nemesis: the murder-hobo.
One unfortunate drawback is the setting can be overwhelming
for new players and particularly for new GMs. Even if you ignore
the existing timeline of events, there are many aspects of
Rokugani culture and etiquette that tie into gameplay and can’t
be ignored. It doesn’t help that the setting has evolved through
the editions, and it’s difficult to tell which online reference is

specifically applicable to the 5th Edition. If you can spend the
money, the official books and supplements will be your best
guides, followed closely by the free fictions. I also recommend
familiarizing yourself with certain Japanese cultural staples, from
using the appropriate honorifics after someone’s name (-san and
-sama) to describing the traditional clothing and weapons
(kimono, hakama, katana, yumi, etc.). Though not necessarily a
requirement, the ability to incorporate these details into play
grounds the characters more firmly in the setting.

Lastly, it is important to remain mindful of the inspirations for the
setting and keep gameplay respectful of these sources. Beyond
being a medium for unique storytelling, the game can serve as a
gateway to learning about Japanese mythology and history. You
may, like me, find yourself up late at night reading about the
history of paper shōji in architecture or the proper steps in a
traditional tea ceremony. Unfortunately, lazy GMs and players
can easily incorporate offensive stereotypes into their games. I
recommend that serious GMs read the Emerald Empire
sourcebook in addition to the Core Rulebook, as it not only
explores the setting in greater detail but also warns GMs of
words or concepts to avoid that could be considered offensive.
Character creation
The Legend of the Five Rings RPG is known for its unique “20
Questions” approach to building a character. Players answer each
question and follow the steps to generate stats while
simultaneously crafting the character’s backstory. The Core
Rulebook does a great job tying the narrative decisions to the
chosen mechanics.
When creating characters, players generally build a samurai from
one of the Great Clans: Crab, Crane, Dragon, Lion, Phoenix,
Scorpion, or Unicorn. The chosen clan greatly influences the style
of play. For example, the Crab tend to be stubborn, proud
warrior types who guard Rokugan from the creatures of the
Shadowlands, while the Crane prioritize courtly etiquette, artistic
sensibility, and political influence in their endeavors.
Another important choice is the school, which determines the
character’s role. They include bushi (samurai warriors), shugenja
(wielders of mystical power through interactions with kami, or
elemental spirits), courtiers, monks, and shinobi (ninja). There
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are multiple school options for each role, especially if you acquire
one or more of the supplements. Customization is further
enhanced through the techniques you gain through experience.
The library of techniques is huge, sometimes paralyzingly so, but
players should have no trouble building a truly unique character
that’s also fun to play.
Mechanics
Character stats come in two categories. The first is the
eponymous elemental rings: earth, water, fire, air, and void.
They determine how many rolled dice a player can keep when
using that element and tie into how the character is likely to
approach a given objective. The other category, skills, are
analogous to skills in other systems. They include melee for
fighting with weapons, courtesy for influencing others in social
situations, and survival for catching a fish or following an
enemy’s trail in the wild.
What I like most about the system is how players use both
elemental rings and skills to interact with the world. You can
think of skills as what the character is doing and rings as how
the character does it. As an example, if a player wants to climb a
wall carefully to
minimize the risk of
falling, they would roll
Fitness with their
Earth ring. On the
other hand, if they
want to climb
stealthily so no one
hears, they would roll
Fitness with their Air
ring.
The Legend of the
Five Rings uses
proprietary dice, both
6-sided and 12-sided,
with pictures
representing results
called opportunities,
strife, successes, and
explosive successes.
There’s a free dice

roller app available for games where the physical dice aren’t
available. A third option is to use a numeric conversion chart
available in the rulebook if you can only play with standard
numbered dice. I have found referencing the conversion chart for
each roll somewhat cumbersome and prone to misreading, but it
gets easier with practice.
Incorporating opportunities and strife as part of the formula is a
welcome change compared to other systems that only account
for successes and failures. Opportunities represent just that –
opportunities for the player to gain something outside of a
success, such as learning something new, adding their own detail
to the game, reducing strife, or enhancing a side benefit to a
technique. The Core Rulebook includes a list of options for
spending opportunities, and I encourage GMs to come up with
their own.
Strife, on the other hand, is something players generally want to
avoid. It represents the “un-samurai-like” emotions that come
with some successes. If the player accumulates too much strife,
their character must “unmask”, or experience a highly-charged or
shameful emotional event that can have narrative consequences,
if not mechanical ones like a loss of Honor or Glory. Both
opportunities and strife enhance the experience of rolling dice
and make it far more interesting than just verifying whether you
succeeded in your action.
The game’s “roll and keep” system gives the players a greater
feeling of control over the outcome while incorporating a layer of
strategy. Players may decide to forgo successes if it means
accumulating too much strife. They could also choose
opportunities over successes to learn new information that may
be useful.
As someone who has yet to find a dice bot sympathetic to my
rolls, I welcome the extra steps in exchange for more control.
One caveat is that the rolling mechanic can slow down the game,
and the time spent interpreting rolls, deciding on strategies, and
negotiating results has the potential to really add up.
Play-by-post analysis
I feel the Legend of the Five Rings RPG can be played just as well
as any other system in a play-by-post format, though this means
it also suffers from the same problems. The game’s biggest
enemy is a slow pace, particularly in mechanics-heavy sections.
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Because there are multiple steps to a single check, players need
to be willing to expend the extra effort to get through their turn,
and GMs may need to be more responsive to keep the
momentum going. The game I ran is designed to be played in a
single 4-hour session, and despite an aggressive weekly gamethread posting schedule and a crew of committed players, it took
us about 8 months to finish. At best, you can expect the same.
Another drawback is there is no online dice roller for the custom
dice, so you must use the conversion chart for numbered dice.
Be prepared to spend time tabbing between your dice rolls and
the chart.
On the plus side, there is far less inventory management than
other systems. Players will mostly need to keep track of damage
(known in this game as fatigue and critical strikes) and strife on
their character sheets, along with earned experience.
During combat scenes, the game uses “range bands” to simulate
distance between the players and enemies in a simplified
manner. In theory, this is a better approach for play-by-post and
saves the GM time from preparing and updating images of battle
maps. In practice, however, the range band system is confusing
and not as successful as the game’s authors intended. There are
solutions that GMs can employ, but they tend to feel like bandaids as opposed to seamless fixes.
The beginner game
I highly recommend the beginner adventure, The Topaz
Championship, for those interested in playing or running the
game for the first time. The adventure tells the story of several
promising young samurai-to-be who participate in a tournament
to earn the title of Topaz Champion. Of course, there are
nefarious elements at work behind the scenes along with a
surprise supernatural guest.
The game does a fantastic job introducing the setting and core
concepts as the story unfolds in a way that makes it easy to
learn. It also provides pre-generated characters with complete
character sheets so you can jump right in and play. If this sparks
your interest, see if you can find a group willing to give it a try!

Bawdy Ballads –
A libido libretto
AdminDirk
There comes a point in every fantasy game... the group is
resting, or perhaps, waiting outside a door while they regroup,
and consider their next moves. And then, the horror begins to
happen... the bard starts to sing.
Lucky for you, we here at Explosive Runes stand ready to give
your party bard something to sing about. Next time the fires burn
low, and the bard fiddles with their lute, here are some songs
they can sing to lift your spirits, improve your morale, or
whatever it is that bards actually do.

A Maiden Did Go a Bathing
The four and twentieth day of May, of all days of the year, sir,
A virgin lady, fresh and gay, did privately appear, sir.
Hard by a riverside got she, and did sing loud, the rather,
For she was sure she was secure and had intent to bath her.
With glittering glancing jealous eyes, she shyly looks about, sir,
To see if any lurking spies were hid to find her out, sir.
And being well resolved that none could see her nakedness, sir,
She pulled her robes off, one by one, and did herself undress, sir.
Into the fluent stream she leapt, she looked like Venus' glass, sir.
The fishes from all quarters crept to see so fair a lass, sir.
Each fish did wish himself a man, about her all were drawn, sir.
And at the sight of her began to spread about their spawn, sir.
A lad that long her love had been and could obtain no grace, sir,
For all her prying lay unseen, hid in a secret place, sir.
Who had often been repulsed when he had come to woo her,
Pulled off his clothes and furiously did run and leap into her.
She squeaked, she cried, and down she dived, he brought her up
again, sir.
He brought her up upon the shore, and then, and then, and then,
sir.
As Adam did old Eve enjoy, you may guess what I mean, sir;
Because she all uncovered lay, he covered her again, sir.
With watered eyes, she pants and cries, "I'm utterly undone, sir,
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If you will not be wed to me by the next morning sun, sir."
He answered her, he would not stir out of her sight till then, sir.
"We'll both clasp hands in wedlock bands, marry, and to it again,
sir."

The Astrologer
It's of a bold astrologer in London town did dwell,
At telling maidens' fortunes, there's none could him excel,
There was a nice young serving girl a-living there close by,
She came one day to the astrologer all for to have a try.
"I hear that you tell fortunes, sir, would you tell me mine?" said
she,
"Of course, my dear, without a doubt if you'll walk upstairs with
me."
"To walk upstairs with you, kind sir, I'm sure I am afraid,"
She spoke it in such modesty as though she were a maid.
"To walk upstairs with me, my dear, you need not be afraid,
Knowing it was but the other day you with your master laid"
Then she began to curse and swear she would her master bring,
As witness for both him and her that it was no such thing.
"My pretty maid, don't swear and curse, you'll make the deed the
worse,
For the crown piece that he gave to you, you've got it in your
purse"
"Oh! indeed you can tell fortunes, sir, you've told me mine," said
she,
And out she pulled the crown piece--"Good morning, sir”, said she.

The Chastity Belt
Oh say, gentle maiden, may I be your lover
Condemn me no longer to moan and to weep
Struck down like a hawk, I lie wounded and bleeding
Oh let down your drawbridge, I'll enter your keep
Enter your keep nonie nonie, enter your keep nonie nonie
Let down your drawbridge, I'll enter your keep
Alas gentle errant, I am not a maiden
I'm married to Sir Oswald, that cunning old Celt
He's gone to wars for twelve months or longer

And he's taken the key to my chastity belt
Chastity belt nonie nonie, chastity belt nonie nonie
Taken the key to my chastity belt
Fear not gentle lady for I know a locksmith
To his shop we will go, on his door we will knock
And try to avail us of his technical knowledge
And see if he's able to unpick your lock
Unpick your lock nonie nonie, unpick your lock nonie nonie
See if he's able to unpick your lock
Alas sir and madam, to help I'm unable
My technical knowledge is to no avail
I can't find the secret to your combination
For the cunning old bastard has fitted a Yale
Fitted a Yale nonie nonie, fitted a Yale nonie none
The cunning old bastard has fitted a Yale
I come from the wars with dire news of disaster
A terrible mishap I have to confide
As my ship was a passing the Straits of Gibraltar
I carelessly dropped the key over the side
Over the side nonie nonie, over the side nonie nonie
Carelessly dropped the key over the side
Alas and alack I am locked up forever
Then up spoke the page boy "Leave it to me"
If you will allow me to enter your chamber
I'll open it up with me duplicate key
Duplicate key nonie nonie, duplicate key nonie nonie
Open it up with me duplicate key

The Miller and the Lass
A pretty little maid so neat and gay,
To the mill she went one day,
A sack of corn she had to grind
But there no miller could she find
Chorus:
Tiddy fol, tiddy fol tiddy fol le day
Rite fol lol lol tiddy fol le day!
Oh! at last the miller did come in,
And unto him she did begin:
"Come, grind my corn so quick- e- ly,
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Around your stones my corn must fly. "
"Come, sit you down, " The miller did say,
"For I can't grind your corn to-day;
My stones is high and my water's low,
And I can't grind for the mill won't go. "
So this couple sat down to chat,
They talk'd of this, they talk'd of that,
They talk'd of things which you do know,
And she soon found out that the mill would go.
"Oh! it's now, I says, young miller-man,
You grinds all flour and no bran. "
Then an easy up and an easy down She could hardly tell that her corn was ground.
"Now I think I will make my best way home
If my mother ask me why I've been so long,
I'll say I've been ground by a score or more
But I've never been ground so well before."

Blow the Man Down
Oh, blow the man down, bullies, blow the man down
To me way aye blow the man down
Oh, blow the man down, bullies, blow him away,
Give me some time to blow the man down!
As I was a walking down Paradise Street
A pretty young damsel I chanced for to meet.
She was round in the counter and bluff in the bow,
So I took in all sail and cried, "Way enough now."
So I tailed her my flipper and took her in tow,
And yardarm to yardarm away we did go.
But as we were going she said unto me,
"There's a spanking full-rigger just ready for sea."
But as soon as that packet was clear of the bar,
The mate knocked me down with the end of a spar.
It's starboard and larboard on deck you will sprawl,
For Kicking Jack Williams commands the Black Ball.
So I give you fair warning before we belay,
Don't ever take head of what pretty girls say.

Bards: A less romantic view –
AdminDirk
You cannot linger long around the castle without hearing the
lutes, the flutes, and the castanets, and in confining weather in
winter the music keeps up almost the whole day long.
Typically, only larger fiefs could afford the luxury of a professional
minstrel in residence—half musician and half jester. Most castles
had amateurs, and castle denizens, fulfill the role. However,
variety is the spice of life. It is a red-letter day when a new
jongleur or, better still, a troupe of jongleurs arrive. They will
teach new music, new songs, new tricks to the regular denizens,
and break up that desperate monotony which sometimes causes
the barons to fret with a pent-up anger.
"Professional" Jongleurs are versatile people, and each of them
has his specialty. Their name, “jongleur,” like “charity,” covers a
multitude of sins. Some of them are merely expert players upon
the viol, and supply music for dancers. The dances of noble folk
are simple: often enough fair dames and cavaliers merely take
hold of one another’s hands and whirl themselves furiously in a
circle, while the music goes faster and faster until the revelers
cease and almost sink of exhaustion. Then there are variations
when the cavaliers decorously drop from the ring and bow to their
ladies; or the “dance of the chaplet,” at the end of which each
cavalier ceremoniously kisses his lady on the cheek-—kissing
between equals being quite proper if it is not on the lips. It takes
rather more skill. The two performers stand opposite to each
other, advancing, bowing, and retiring, every step made to music;
then at last the cavalier makes his bow to the lady, takes her by
the hand, thanks her, and leads her to her seat. After that
another noble couple dances the tourdion, a similar performance,
but faster and with more violent action.
For all these competent musicians are indispensable. But a good
jongleur is far more than a musician. He can dance himself, with
intricate acrobatic figures impossible for the unprofessional; he
can sing love songs, chant, or recite romances; and, if he has
companions, even present short farces and comedies. He is
probably possessed also of series of tricks and sleight-of-hand
accomplishments, which appeal more to the groundlings than do
high-flown poetic recitals. If he can reach the summit of his
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profession, he will be received at castles almost as the equal of
the seigneur, and be able to retire rich, after having been
showered with such gifts as palfreys, furs, jewels, mantles of red
cloth, and, of course, with much money.
Jongleurs recall with pride their fellow-minstrel Tallefer, who
gallantly led the charge of the Normans at Hastings, trolling the
Song of Roland as he tossed up his sword and caught it again in
the very face of the English, and who fell in the battle only after
making as much havoc among the foe as would a paladin.
A pair of bards came calling to the local baron, and when they
had disposed of a pork pasty, the seneschal made it plain they
had better pay for their dinner. Thereupon Tue-Boeuf produced a
harp, and Brise-Tete leaped on the table, flung his arms and legs
about, and showed himself a regular acrobat. After that his
companions set the lads and girls to “ah-ing!” by swallowing
knives and by apparently eating red brands right out of the
fireplace. Next the twain joined in a witty dialogue presenting a
clutching priest wheedling money out of a miserly burgher; and
finally, Tue-Boeuf began telling stories so outrageous that the
ladies were bade to retire. So, the two kept the whole hall
laughing through a rainy afternoon, and the baron contented his
entertainers each with a denier.
They slept on the straw under the tables and were off early the
next morning. Their repertory was probably exceedingly limited,
and they must have spent their lives wandering from castle to
castle, seldom tarrying anywhere more than a single night. Other
jongleurs have appeared with trick dogs and monkeys, and who
could themselves dance through hoops, perform such feats as
tossing up two small apples and catching each simultaneously on
the point of a knife held in each hand, or prove themselves
genuine contortionists to the delight and amazement of their
audience.
It was not unknown for jongleurs of this inferior grade to stop at
an exciting part of the story they were narrating and say (as in
the poem “Gui of Burgundy”): “Whoever wants to hear more of
this recital must haste to open his purse; for now it is high time
to give me something.” The company would thus be straightway
held up. Or the entertainer would announce, “It was too near
vespers,” or “He was too weary to finish that day,” the result
being that he could claim hospitality at the castle of his hosts

another twenty-four hours until he could satisfy the general
curiosity.
It is often a question, indeed, to tell when a jongleur is really
anything more than a roving scoundrel. Certainly, they frequently
seem full of thievishness, licentiousness, and lies. With them are
frequently low jongleuresses, women capable of corrupting a
whole monastery. The Church denounces this entire breed, male
and female, as “ministers of the devil.” All the vices which other
ages impute to actors are charged against them, and there is an
old jesting question, “Which would you rather be, a jongleur or a
robber?” The proper answer is: “A robber.”
Nevertheless, God knows that people must be amused, and
jongleurs are almost indispensable. Besides, as we have seen, not
all are of this sinful class. The higher grade of jongleurs
sometimes travel in considerable companies. They bring an
orchestra of music—viols, violins, guitars, and gigues—long, slim,
stringed instruments shaped like a figure eight—and, of course,
including flutes, harps, and even little portable organs on which
you work the bellows with one hand and press the keys with the
other, something like an accordion. Horns are not lacking, nor
dulcimers, nor cymbals. The Feudal Ages iss the piano, but
otherwise have plenty of sweet-toned instruments.
Each member of such a troupe has
his specialty, and some of the
feats are wonderful. There is
usually a slim girl who can
perform a “Herodias’s daughter’s
dance” so magnificently that
everybody can understand how
the Palestinian princess took in the
gullible king by her acrobatic
feats. She can even dance on her
hands and kick her feet in the air,
to the great delight of all but the
more sanctimonious guests. Vainly
did the holy St. Bernard inveigh
against the seigneurs who receive
such troupes in their castles: “A
man fond of jongleurs will soon
possess a wife named Poverty.
The tricks of jongleurs can never
please God.”
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Outplay 2021: The System –
How did it come to be?
Bhelogan
Planning for Outplay every year typically starts in January. One
of the moderators will say, “Hey, we should start planning for this
year's Outplay, and be ready early!” Everyone agrees. Nothing
happens. This process repeats in February, and again in March.
Usually, by April, the pressure is on to actually get things going.
By May, things are often in full swing with preparation just
getting done right as the event is supposed to start (or at least
completed to get Round 0 up and hash out the details later).
Once in a while, someone has an idea that they are passionate
about and is ready to get the ball rolling early. Such was the case
with 2021.
Reading the previous year's feedback is always one of the first
steps taken. Feedback from 2020 had a suggestion to run just
one rules-light system. This resonated with me as an experiment
I wanted to try, and I had an idea of what system to use: Lasers
and Feelings! I had learned about the system by listening to The
Adventure Zone story arc called 'Hootenanny'. It was simple, had
one stat, and used just six-sided dice.
There was one major problem with Lasers and Feelings: it was a
sci-fi-themed game, based on a spoof of Star Trek. That didn't
quite fit the fantasy theme I was running with for Outplay. So,
we decided to run a hack of the system. Turns out there are
hundreds of these that other gamers had put together, so I spent
a fair amount of time reading them over, trying to find bits and
pieces of hacks that would make sense for our purposes. One
major source of inspiration was the fantasy hack Swords and
Sorcery.
By February I had a rough outline of what the system might look
like, and had gathered some volunteers from the ranks of our
site staff, NPSG GMs, and past judges of Outplay.
The first playtest of the system kicked off in early February.
Imagine gluing a few feathers to a large rock, tossing it off a
cliff, and expecting it to fly like a bird. That is about how well the
first playtest went, both in meeting expectations and duration,
before crashing and burning.

It was an incredibly educational experience. Like myself, many
players on RPGX are primarily familiar with d20 systems. Moving
to something obscure, like a rules-light system, left a lot of
questions on how to even begin playing. One major obstacle was
that most rules-light systems play out as a conversation between
GM and players. For Outplay, we needed the system to make it
very clear what you could and couldn't do as a player, so that you
could post and make progress every day.
We went in circles, changing things, trying things out. The goal
was to make the system simple enough for anyone to pick up,
regardless of their background, but still have enough meat to
allow for interesting characters that had enough versatility to last
through a season of Outplay.
I had a lot of help from people like Chrystrom, Squeak,
Homestarbaby, pianoman90, Retry, and rhaiber. They all brought
in some great perspectives, opinions and challenges to help
shape the ruleset we ended up with.
The first major hurdle was how to handle a character’s “role”. The
obvious choice was to replace this with “class”. This, however, left
a lot of questions about how to know if a skill was part of a
chosen “class” without extensive lists and tables like those found
in most d20 systems. To address this, the typical notion of a
“class” was relegated to a character’s title. We then let players
choose three pieces of adventuring gear, which they would be
considered experts with.
The other mechanic to address was that of being “prepared”. We
needed a way for players to know if they were “prepared”,
without having to have a back and forth conversation with the
GM. From this, signature moves were created, which added the
same mechanical benefit.
We knew we wanted magic to be part of the system. We initially
tried to balance out having HP and some kind of Spell Points
based on a character number, the way Swords and Sorcery does.
However, we had some strong opinions that we should get rid of
HP, and not use a Vancian (i.e. D&D) magic system. Instead we
swapped some signature moves for known spells, and scaled how
many of those you knew with your character number. (In
hindsight, we probably should have given the players the option
to change one signature move for two known spells, and let them
decide how many to swap out.)
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In March, playtest #2 kicked off. This was cleaned up and made
visible for everyone as the “Play Example”. The hope was that
this, and a video put together by savoylen, would make the
simple ruleset clear enough for anyone to be able to jump in and
have a clear idea of how to play.
With all of this preparation, and the system ready to go, we had
one last issue to sort out: what was the story? Usually, that is
the main focus of planning for Outplay, but for 2021, it was the
last detail addressed.
I had an idea for the basic premise shortly after wrapping up
Outplay 2020, but the details of how to actually frame the
rounds, and the flow of the adventure, were written just before
the event kicked off. Part of this was due to the fact that we
needed to know how the game was going to be played, in order
to attempt to design rounds. A skeleton of how the event would
unfold was put together at the end of May. Then, the round's
details were fleshed out each week as we progressed along.
Providing all of the materials to help people know how to play
the game ended up having a huge payoff. We had a significantly
larger turnout than we had anticipated. Participants came from
all experience levels, ranging from long-time staff members to
new users who had just registered specifically for Outplay, both
as players and even as spectators.
Despite the simple ruleset, there were still a ton of questions
that came up before and during play. Situations that we hadn't
thought of, or creative problems that players introduced through
their characters and skills. This kept us on our toes to keep
things moving forward, and keep things fair for all players.
Being the “developer” of a system has some unique perks, in
that you get to be the final arbiter of the rules, both as intended
and as written. This changes the dialog from being one of, “This
is how the game works, see XYZ,” to, “This is how we would like
it to work, and this is what makes sense for our needs.” This
changed the interaction between organizers and players from
being combative to collaborative when rules questions came up.
Outplay 2021: The System wasn't perfect. There were flaws,
balance issues, limitations of the system, and limitations of its
implementation in play-by-post. But in the end, I was very proud
of the product, and how the event played out. The vast majority

of players found that they loved the freedom they had to focus
on creating characters that they wanted to play, rather than
fighting with rules systems to try to make something viable.
Will we see something like this again in future years of Outplay?
That is a question I don't think anybody has an answer to yet.

Outplay
2021:
Brought to you by the Couch Girlfriend
LadyNotAGirl
Outplay 2021 is now behind us, another thrilling year of exciting
competition in which veteran and new players alike fight it out to
see who will be crowned this year's play by post winner. But what
is it like looking in from the outside?
As the notorious Couch Girlfriend, that chick who rarely plays but
watches as you all play, I followed the competition closely. So
come join me on my fluffy pink couch and let's recap some of
Outplay 2021's best and worst moments.

ROUND 1
"Hi, random couch girlfriend here... just taking a moment from reading my
silly girly magazines and gazing at the clock to remind you all to play nice
as a team. Tonight, I wanted to throw couch cushions at a few, but I was
afraid I would spill Mtn Dew on Grandma's antique table, and then there
would be hell to pay."
As a couch girlfriend, I have been to many games, and the same
old thing tends to get boring. But I was in for a pleasant surprise
with Outplay. Everyone brought their A-game right out of the
starting threads. From the docks to the markets, everyone was
really bringing the hustle to try to find those cultists and stop that
ceremony!
I quickly made my own "judge’s picks" (even though I was in no
way a judge), and as all the players and members of RPG tried to
guess my identity (nope, I'm still not Admin Dirk), I mentioned a
few of my favorites on the forums. Here is a quick rundown of
who they were and why.
• I am loving Daryl the demon office worker. His classic office
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cooler antics are funny and give me tastes of Ricky Gervais. I
giggled as he tried to push the crowd out of the way with his
hefty briefcase. His office assistant is also very Mad Men-esque
and I cannot wait to read more of their combined antics.
• Rammarial the hipster Dwarf is great... squeezing into his
mithril shirt and doing his best to fit in with a group of pretty
people who do not take him seriously makes me root for him
even more. I get angry when his teammates throw him under
the bus or push him out of the way to have their own personal
shining moments, then when he stands up for himself, I want
to clap like he got the final rose on The Bachelor!
• Gramps, and Stella and Stell, or Stell and Stella. Those silly
nephews sending an old man and his grouchy crabs on a
wayward adventure should have known better. I'm picturing a
friendly Carl from Up and it's heartwarming to watch the old
man get into trouble and then lean into his crabs to get into
even more shenanigans. Also, an old man has crabs... giggle
snort. I want to see more and see how much trouble he can
get into before his weary little heart gives out.
• And now that the competition isn't in full swing, I can honestly
say that Jeremy was my favorite from the beginning. Not just
because JustSomeGuy is my RL beau, but because that creepy
spooky detective was amazing. When he explained the
character concept, I joined the site just to read and follow.
Alas, it is a competition, and not everyone could make the cut.
The rules this year were new, and the dice rolls seemed to be a
bit unbalanced at the beginning of the competition. This led to
the early cut of some competitors we thought were going to
make it further in the competition. But I had my box of tissues
ready when the cut came out so I could weep for those who
didn’t make it.

THE ROUND 1 RESULTS ARE IN…
“I'm still crying. Daryl... and Jyl... Tikum... Jaize... and
D...A...R...Y...LLLLLLLL… No Mani-Pedi will make this better. My only hope
now is that Gramps' heart will hold out through Round 2 and that Rammar
will rock on another day!”
I looked forward to Round 2 to see who stands out next. Would
my favorites change? Who would get the next set of roses? Would

Timmy get voted off the island? Who would kill Kenny? Can you
save Powdered Toast Man? Would the Cultists continue to the Top
of the Aggro Crag?
I didn't know and there were just too many questions that I
needed to be answered, and I didn’t have enough room on my
VCR to get me to Friday so the judges needed to hurry up!

ROUND 2
Round two was another fun and exciting round. Everyone upped
their writing game after the first culling of players. Are you still
mad about Daryl? Because I am!
This round expected the players to disrupt the cultists' ritual,
figure out their plot, determine what the governor had to do with
everything, and protect innocents. There were several twists and
turns this round. The statue from the docks in round one seemed
to have made it to the party, and it looked like the governor.
Rocky managed to realize it was a bomb and threw his teams'
statue well away from the crowd. Other teams weren't so lucky.
Rammarial found true love, or at least the beginnings of it, while
Jeremy used so much of his powers he cracked his glasses and
Rhun made the ultimate sacrifice to kill the ooze.
Gramps... well, Gramps went full-on psycho.
The old man lost his mind and had his crabs "interrogate" the
governor. They ended up killing and eating most of the old man.
Gramps then put the Governor's head on a spike and put it on the
balcony for the whole party to see. Did I mention this was right
when the Crossing Companions were trying to explain that they
WEREN'T the bad guys here? Yeah, Gramps messed up that plea.
It seemed to me that again, die rolls moved the story and not the
other way around. As players realized they were on the chopping
block, they started doing reckless things with their characters,
knowing they were about to be eliminated, they no longer cared
how crazy or stupid they acted. If I am about to be disqualified, I
may as well go out with a bang and a flourish, right?
Bananabadger's Gramps was the best visualization of this
concept. It made for an exciting read, but it left a big mess for
the remaining characters to have to deal with and clean up.

THE ROUND 2 RESULTS ARE IN...
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"Hugs! I love you all! You did your very best. Ram and Gramps,
there will always be room at the bar for you! Now it’s going to be
such a hard call! Who will I cheer for now?"
It is clear to me looking back on it now. I totally called it with
Gramps on this one. But Rammar was a shocker. Again, it came
down to bad dice rolls earlier in the week. I would have liked to
have seen the dice rolls for this system be weighed less heavily.
Or at least have been less noticeably tracked to both the players
and the audience. Once everyone was aware of who was in and
out, they just gave up. I got a little dejected for a moment after
the round two results, but man, the shenanigans will live on
forever. I think we’re all still talking about that beheading, am I
right?

ROUND 3
"OMG, I am on pins and needles over here... I hope Rocky and
Jeremy have a solid plan... Couch Girlfriend is biting off her
perfectly manicured nails!"
Round three saw all the remaining players come together at last.
They were avoiding arrest and trying to uncover who was framing
them for everything at the governor's party (other than the
murder, which was clearly done by a crazy old Gramps).
This round saw a revamping of the dice roll points system, with
more focus on task completion and not straight dice saves. Extra
points were given for not continuing to use your main signature
move, which added some variety to the action.
The actions at the party left Jeremy injured enough that Occam,
his spooky ghost-like protector, took over his body for most of the
round. Rocky stepped up and protected the young protege,
making sure that he was carried safely to the meeting point.
Extra points for teamwork, even in the final rounds. Aegaras
spent his time outwitting the guards with catchy quips and fancy
dodges, while Sorbo used his magical paintbrush to literally blend
in.
Out of play, things were getting fun for those of us in the stands
too. Jeremy was posting that he had a crush on Rammariel (who
had, of course, found a new girlfriend before being eliminated).
Gramps, we figured, was Rammariel's long-lost father. Things
really did get interesting. You should go over to the FuBar and
catch up on everything if you have some extra time to spare.

THE ROUND 3 RESULTS ARE IN…
“I'm going to go hold JustSomeGuy... he got so close... so so
close... Good luck guys, I am still cheering for you.”
The round three results were a big shock. The new dice system
did give the judges more of a say in what happened to the
system, and that left Sorbo and Jeremy out.
Now that the results were announced I could finally let it be
known that I was JustSomeGuy's girlfriend, up to this point it was
a secret to stay impartial, and to keep people guessing (they still
thought I was Admin Dirk!).

ROUND 4 (FINAL)
Round four really was crazy. There was an epic battle with
Bartholomew, hellfire, rock-throwing, and even FuBar swinging.
Everyone involved wrote their hearts out.
Magna shined this round. While reading her posts I could really
visualize the vines crawling up the beastly Bartholomew, causing
me to almost spit coffee on my computer when the vines punched
the "Clergyman’s Cobblers". I cried when Rocky's diamond eye
cracked, and how he desperately tried to free the captives in the
FuBar even when his own life was at risk. Aegaras, with no real
damaging spells or actions, served as an excellent distraction. He
boosted his other players, distracted Bartholomew, and even
threw coins at the beast when he had no other ideas.
All in all, the final three gave everything left to give in the final
round to make for an enjoyable story.

WHO WON OUTPLAY?
With every good competition, you have to have a winner
eventually, right? This year the winner was Magna, and I couldn’t
agree more. In my heart, Jeremy will always be the winner
because I’m biased, but Magna was my second pick. Here is my
posted rundown on LadyNotAGirl's Couch Girlfriend Outplay 2021
Awards:
1st place (Hot Pink Pillow): Magna! Go girl power! And
teaching boys that you are never too old to take charge and kick
a demon in the twin mages.
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2nd place (Shimmering Makeup Mirror): Best character
glow-up goes to RamRam for learning that even if you were
raised by some stuck-up elves, you are perfect just the way you
are, my awesome dwarven friend!
3rd place (The I Shoulda Been a Contender Juicy
Tracksuit): Daryl... The demon of my dreams... Really, I had
the hots for his secretary, but shhh, one bad dice roll and it was
a stab to my heart. He deserves some hot pink leisurewear!
Everyone else gets the Sparkling Glitter Bomb, because dang
it, you did it! You put yourself out there, and even if you only
made it to the first round, this Couch Girlfriend is super proud of
you all! I may have blown up all the robots in the FuBar, but you
all deserve a drink on me, if we can find our way around!
So there you have it, the Couch Girlfriend's recap of the Outplay
2021 competition. I think next year, the dice rolls should be
action-based like in later rounds. Daryl should not get eliminated
in Round 1. I'm not still bitter about that! (Okay, maybe just a
little, but I mean come on, that guy was epic.)
Maybe I will actually play in 2022, but then someone needs to
step up and fill the shoes of the Couch Girlfriend – will it be you?
I hope so, because sometimes, we all just need a really good
cheerleader!

Birch’s Solution
Tolkien hero seen in Bree, drunk, by
Aragorn, finally (5)
Beren (Tolkien hero) composed of the
mixed up letters in Bree (seen in Bree,
drunk) followed by the letter 'n'
(Aragorn, finally).
The name Beren is carved into
Tolkien's gravestone, to match the
Luthien on that of his wife.

Adventure
Briefs:
Gaming Ideas
wodine
The Indentured
“Has the vastness of space left you with an incurable ennui?”
“Are you tired of failing to keep up with the Jetsons – always
falling behind on the newest trends and fashions?”
“Are you worried about the stability of the interstellar trade
federation and the price of lotus flour?”
“Are you worried that your past questionable actions are going to
haunt you for the rest of your days and you’re in need of a fresh
start somewhere far away?”
“Are you in considerably good health with a decent record and a
lust of adventure? If so, trade a few years of your life and body
and we’ll pay you for your time and energy.”
“Room and board will be provided, above average pay, shore
leave, and sick time are all earned through work. No prior skills
necessary, we’ll train you on the job! Apply at your local
Indenturacorp kiosk, located in most major space ports.
Indenturacorp making dreams come true one hyperspace sleep
cycle at a time.”
Indenturacorp Kiosk – The brightly lit Indenturacorp kiosk
hosts a wide array of pamphlets each one covered in various
groups of people performing mundane activities with wide smiles,
all appearing to be having the adventure of a lifetime. There
appears to be several items up for lottery for anyone willing to
sign up for a tour with Indenturacorp, each one along worth
several days if not weeks of work. Clearly a successful marketing
strategy. Several teenagers are loitering nearby talking among
themselves, trying to decide if this is the day, they finally take the
plunge and sign their lives away.
Notable Folk:
SERA (Self Education Receptionist Android; NG androgynous
human-android) SERA is a well-made android who is made of
high-grade poly-synthetic polymers coated onto a fiber-optic
frame supported with carbon nanosteel. Lightweight, compact,
and easy to transport SERA hosts a 12 terahertz quantum
processor with over 2 Exabytes of storage. An excellent choice for
all galaxy spanning offices.
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Hooks: The most obvious adventure hook here would be having
the PCs sign up with Indeturacorp making them Indentured. This
would provide them little say in their own lives as they are
dragged across the galaxy to serve as construction workers,
guards, soldiers of fortune, or whatever else you have planned.
This can be used to force them into situations the characters may
not enjoy forcing them to wrestle with their own demons and past
however this would require a lot of planning work on the part of
the GM as it would just serve as a framework for an adventure
rather than a self-contained adventure itself.
Second, SERA could be malfunctioning. It could be the group’s
first experience with an android (or sentient AI or advanced
computer system, whatever fits your setting) and something
could be going wrong. From seemingly simple errors in speech,
she could be signing people
up without their permission,
which would be a way to
force the PCs into action
whether they want to or not
and deal with the
ramifications of trying to
break their contract.
Finally, if your setting is
more dystopian the PCs
could be freedom fighters
who are against the forced
serfdom of people for their
basic needs to be met. If
your setting has people
struggling to make ends
meet whether it be galactic
plague, civil war, or what
have you it may be a fine
setting for a corporation to
take advantage of the
downtrodden and displaced
and use them as cheap labor
across the galaxy.

JaydenLilith

Zombie Pirates, Run!!!
Note: I realize Halloween has come and gone, but it hadn’t yet
when this was written, and I love me some Halloween.
The rotting ship bobbed up and down as the tumultuous seas
tossed the vessel through the water. No matter how stormy the
sea became it could never swallow the fetid Promethean, and
even if it tried it would spit the ship back out, for it was
unpalatable to the core. Cadavers lurch across the deck; swollen
bodies emitting noxious gases, liquefying tissues sloughing from
their bodies as they shamble along. The once living pirates are
festooned with strange and exotic rusted weaponry. These
Zombie Pirates fill out the crew of this damned ship, though
unlike the reanimated husks of landlubbers these creatures bear
a hint of their original personality which resides deep within their
rotten souls, making them more dangerous and all more the
cunning. Dread Captain Viktor Costin rules his ship with an iron
grip and a pegged leg. The swashbuckling graveknight commands
a horde of undead populated by his cursed ship, wield a vorpal
harpoon, and is said to be able to command sea storms to
compensate for his dread ire. Sailing from port to port bringing
pestilence, pain, and terror to all who see the Promethean some
whisper that the Dread Captain is searching for something,
something long forgotten and lost to the ages, and that and only
that will relieve the captain from his dreadful command.
The Promethean – This floating fortress of destruction and
undeath drifts silently through the tumultuous seas. Weighing
over a 1,000 tons the three masted ship has square sails the
color of blood and death with the Jolly Roger prominently
displayed on the mainsail. Thirty-six alchemical guns line two and
half gun decks were maintained by approximately 100 crew
members who maintain the guns if nothing else. The ship is
unnervingly sleek and quick, enhanced by the magical winds that
power the cursed vessel. None know what beckons the ship from
the mists of the deepest seas, but when it sails into the port
doors and windows are shuttered, taverns close, and all but the
foolhardiest seek immediate shelter.
Notable Folk:
Dread Captain Viktor Costin: The origins of the Dread Captain are
shrouded in mystery, but what we do know is that he has been
cursed to search the seas for a lost artifact of the sea, stolen
from its home and lost for centuries. He seeks whispers of its
passes, feels the pull of its magic from fathoms away, always
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hunting, seeking, pillaging, and looting until he can complete his
dread quest and fall into final release of cold oblivion. He wields a
thundering pistol, a harpoon ensorcelled with fell vorpal energies,
has a pegleg, and an old and tattered wealthy outfit from a
bygone era, the colors long faded and stained with blood and
rum.
First Mate Ankhu-Ra: A mummy from time immemorial, may
believe that the first mate of the ship dates back to the origin of
the curse that festers in the dread captain’s remaining shreds of
soul. From a far-off land the first mate is wrapped from head to
toe in sacred linen, his skin stretched thin like parchment is
yellowed with age. His face, emotionless and still, he wields an
unholy power that even the other undead shun and avoid.
Hooks:
Ship Ahoy! The sound resonates through the town as the PCs
walk through the square. A strange man smelling of tobacco and
rum offers them an unsolicited story. Have ye heard the news?
The dread ship Promethean been seen sailing in these parts.
Don’t envy the poor sods who ‘ave ta deal with that. Dat Captain
Viktor, he’s a foul creature – I done dealt with him once long ago.
Saw him walking the streets o’ the city I grew up in, the port city
Sekaya. I poked me little head into the window, my breath
fogging up the window. There I looked and I saw the monster
standing outside me house. He limped with his peg leg and
carried a harpoon that dripped bloody ichor and he looked me in
the eye and walked right past paying me no mind – sent a shiver
down my spine then and haunts me ta this day. I hear he has
centuries of gold stored in his hold, just waiting for the day he
can end his curse. But don’t be getting any ideas, the dread
pirate is old and has never been bested yet.
Parley. The desolate town didn’t have a living soul remaining.
They had all run or become part of the crew. The walking dead
shamble about the tavern and the inn, falling over drunk and
playing cards paying no mind to the PCs unless they act
aggressively. As they make their way through town a lone figure
stands waiting for them. He stands tall with one leg narrowed to a
point, a large pistol strapped to his side and a vicious looking
harpoon in his hand. He beckons for the PCs to speak to him, and
he offers them a proposal. He seeks and an ancient artifact of the
sea, one lost some centuries ago. It wards itself from scrying
eyes and the dread pirate cannot rest without it. If the PCs find
and return the artifact to him or to its rightful place, a century of
looted gold could be theirs, if they can survive the call of the sea.

The Memory of the Mountain
Fifteen hundred years ago, the last great crusade tore through
this area burning, pillaging, and claiming that it was some
religious mandate that drove them into a fanatic furor that nearly
wiped this countryside off the map. No one really remembers
what catastrophic lie the crusaders were told that drove them
here in such droves but at the end of the day, it really doesn’t
matter. Two hundred years after that their ‘mighty’ empire
collapsed in on itself, torn apart by infighting and political turmoil,
but we’re still here. We endured, just like we always have. When
the crusaders came, when the conquerors came, when the
empire came, when the privateers came, when the settlers came,
we still endured – and so too will we always. We are the
unmoving mountain. We fade, slowly as the wind and water
batter against us, but we will disappear long after all the rest. We
were first and we will be last. That is our place, let none forget it.
The Graveyard of a Thousand Souls - 1500 years ago there was a
massive battle which soaked this field with blood. Hundreds died
on both sides, some estimates as high as 4000 people ultimately
died, though this accounts for losses after the battle as well.
Several important leaders of the crusaders were struck down by
our mightiest warriors and left to fester and rot on the field, but
others escaped and holed themselves up waiting for help that
never arrived. Our own were also slain, tombs and monuments
erected but also lost over time. The forgotten empires also had
pilgrims come over the decades building makeshift shrines and
searching for the treasures and forgotten heirlooms.
Notable Folk:
The Wanderer: The Wanderer is the omniscient narrator from
above. He has seen all that has occurred here and is the
collective memory and consciousness of the psychic energies
manifested here. He is coy and ambivalent towards the PCs; he is
trapped in an endless cycle of telling and retelling this tale and
many more like it. He carries very few items in his possession,
and they are without value except for his master crafted ancient
blade. The thrum of power held within the blade is almost
palpable.
Forlorn: A spirit of a fallen enemy, the Forlorn has little memory
outside of the extreme sadness and loss that has occurred here.
Dressed in the same armor the Crusaders wore 1500 years ago
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this spirit languishes here, punished for their hubris for all
eternity.
Hooks:
Cleansing Ritual: The Graveyard of a Thousand Souls is rife with
spirits that have never been put to rest, two of the most notable
are outlined above. Though many have tried in the past to put
these spirits to rest it could be the PCs calling, quest, or geas to
put all or some of them to rest. Whether that means completing
their final wishes, besting them in combat, or some combination
of the two this need for ritual cleansing could with devoted of
many religions, high or low magic, or even a game with psychics
or horror.
A Forgotten Tomb: If your party is more into the traditional smash
and grab style game play this is an excellent setting for a
forgotten tomb with all sorts of untold riches, wealth, and terrible
creatures. The Crusaders left several hidden tombs through the
graveyard that are guarded my malevolent spirits, traps, and
even curses. Should the PCs be on the side, or rather the
descendants of the Crusaders they may be seeking lost familial
objects or attempting to regain their family’s honor. They could
also be grave robbers pillaging whatever they can get their hands
on, including the remains of the indigenous people of the area
who have undoubtedly placed protections over their graveyards in
the years following the wars.
Finally, this could simply be a strange and mystical area for the
PCs to explore. With a sorrowful and melancholy backdrop all
sorts of interactions could come to the surface of the game play.
Troubled histories of the PCs, war stories, and past troubles have
a way of bubbling to the surface in a place as filled with turmoil as
The Graveyard of a Thousand Souls. A perfect place for the past
to come back haunt the PCs.

Spice
up
your
game!
Flippin’ Edition
AdminDirk
There comes a time in every game, whether it's deep in a
dungeon, far out into the galaxy, or somewhere in a barren, postapocalyptic wasteland, every player or GM will find themselves
needing to add just a touch more cursing or invective to their
words, or shout an expletive, to get a point across.
"Gosh darn," "golly gee," and "tiddlywinkies", just won't cut if
coming from the big bad guy, no matter how many exclamation
points you toss in behind it. And, while it can be effective every
once in a while, $%**#$ just won't get the point across in the
way you hoped coming from your dragon, mercenary, or Star
Commander. And while Unko may want to create a super villain in
the Ned Flanders mode, not everyone will have a place in their
game for the big, bad person to run around shouting "Well,
shucky darn, those fellows are just bothering the ever-lovin'
gitout out of me." And, while you can always call the enemy a
"poopy head", be aware that I have a patent on that, and you
cannot use it in reference to anyone but Squeak, without paying a
royalty to me. Feel free to use it about/against Squeak, however,
cost free.
In Hollywood, censorship kept a lot of words out of the motion
pictures for decades, and on TV, of course, there were seven
famous words you could not say over the broadcast airwaves. On
RPGX, we must be ever mindful of our PG-13 rating, and the fact
that not all our younger gamers might have grown up on a
military base, and already know ten different and far better words
for what you just said. What then, is a poor player or GM to do?
We can't go using all the real-world curse words we learned in the
locker room, so... what's left? Well, that's where Uncle Dirkoth
comes in... to teach you a few new good insults, swear words,
foul languages, insults, and invectives that you can use to spice
up YOUR conversations, here or in real life. Your mileage may
vary, of course, at work, home or school, and I make no
warranties that you won't be tasting of soap for the next few days
with some of these.
An invective is abusive or insulting language. Invective comes
from the Latin word invectus, which translates as "attack with
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words." It can be a word or phrase that is meant to insult or
degrade. Authors have, for centuries, fought over the use of
words in their works, struggling to maintain a balance between
realism, social norms and morays, and what their publishers will
allow (usually, due to those societal norms and expectations).
The chief purpose of an invective is to bruise human ego by
employing harsh, abrasive, and unpleasant language. Be it
something as mild as calling someone a dunce-head Afghan
hound or something as bitter as calling someone a scabrous
wanton leech, invectives deliver the verbal blow one reckons a
thing or a person rightly merits.
Invectives have a long history in the Anglo-Saxon world, at least.
Flyting, a verbal contest of bandying insults, would be convened
in a feasting hall, where the winner would be determined by
audience reaction and felicitated with a cup of beer. Shakespeare
was a fan of this brand of virulent language and shows his
prowess in his tragedy King Lear where King Lear launches a
vitriolic attack on his faithless daughter’s servant.
“A knave, a rascal, an eater of broken meats; a base, proud,
shallow, beggarly, three-suited, hundred-pound, filthy worstedstocking knave; a lily-livered, action-taking, whoreson, glassgazing, super-serviceable, finical rogue; one-trunk-inheriting
slave; one that wouldst be a bawd in way of good service, and art
nothing but the composition of a knave, beggar, coward, pander,
and the son and heir to a mongrel bitch: one whom I will beat
into clamorous whining if thou deni’st the least syllable of thy
addition.”
So, in that vein, here's some great invectives to toss in for your
good guys, or bad guys, to use.
abydocomist: a liar who brags about their lies.
bawdy: vulgar, sexually indecent.
bedswerver: An adulterer.
bespawler: A slobbering person, who spits when he talks.
bobolyne: A fool.
cockalorum: a boastful, strutting meaningless person
cumberworld/cumberground: someone who is so useless, they
just serve to take up space.
fustilarian: someone who stubbornly wastes time on worthless
things.
gnashgab: Someone who only ever seems to complain.
Ill-faced: ugly, sickening to observe.

lickspittle: a fawning subordinate; a suck-up
mooncalf: foolish or absentminded person
mumblecrust: a toothless beggar.
odious: extremely unpleasant, repulsive, awful.
pernicious: slowly harmful, poisonous over time.
pillock: a very stupid or foolish person
quisby: someone who shirks from work or is lazing around.
stymphalist: someone who smells just as unpleasant as a cage
full of bird poop.
sycophant: suck up, yes man.
toadies: yes men, unthinking followers, usually vile,
trollop: a woman of ill repute, loose sexual morals.
wandought: A weak and ineffectual man. impotence.
yaldson: word literally meaning “the son of a prostitute.”
Vermin: rats, insects, and other pests.
worse bodied: in bad taste, ugly
As for cursing, many an author has struggled with the problem. If
you are writing for an adult audience, there may be no limit. A
Grisham character can easily get away with some occasional
damns, and hells, but publishers still have limits as to what they
will put in bookstores and airport counters. Here in our sandbox
(and in many, many publishing houses), you must remember that
you can have young readers, or worse, concerned parents,
perusing the words their children are consuming. Publishers don't
mind the occasional curse word sprinkled into an obviously adult
themed work, but you'd best not write that Ramona Quimby Fan
Fiction piece where she talks like a Quentin Tarantino character.
HarperCollins will NOT be pleased.
So, when your character has stubbed their toe, or is about to rush
into battle, what can they say? You actually have a lot of choices.
You can do what a lot of authors do, and that is, simply substitute
other words that may sound "bad", such as Robert Jordan. He
uses "Blood and Ashes" in his works. JK Rowling did it with
Mudblood, you can too. Or just try adding words together: Goat's
blood! Worm's Tongue! Seven Balls! Red House! Crow's Legs!
Snake Tongue! Anything used with enough expletive force here
and there can begin to substitute for a good cursing.
You can make up words.. "Ach" "Crivens!" "Shank! Bratchny!
Frex! Frith!" are all invented words by major authors used to
curse in their worlds. And for many of us, perhaps the most
famous... "Crom!" And once you have an established religion in
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your world, almost every religion believes that taking their god's
name in vain, or out of worship context, would be vulgar at best,
blasphemous at worst. "Crom's Broken Stick! You are a dunce!"
"Mystra's cloak, boy, it's hard to believe your dirt blooded body
lives this long. Did your mother have a git that survived?"
Lastly, if you are dead set on the Ned Flanders as BBEG, then
here's some expletives for you.
Peas and rice!
Jeepers!
Blimey!
Galloping gremlins!
Oh, ship!
Zoinks!
Good night!
Gosh knocker!
Malarkey!
Merlin’s beard!
Holy guacamole!
Oh, coconuts!
H-E-double hockey sticks!
Drat!
Ay, caramba!
What the cuss?
Oh, snap!
Phooey!
Great Scott!
Bullspit!
Leapin' lizards!
Cheese and crackers!
Frack!
Crappity!
Shitake mushrooms!
Fraggle Rock!
Cowabunga!
Shut the front door!
Gee willikers!
Mother of pearl!
Son of a gun!
Egad!
Tartar sauce!

Gadzooks!
Barbra Streisand!
Schnikes!
Jumpin’ Jehoshaphat!
Mother fathers!
Crickey!
Balderdash!
William Shatner!
Corn Nuts!
Dagnabbit!
Son of a monkey!
Barnacles!
Holy cow!
Poo on a stick!
Sugar!
Judas Priest!
Sufferin’ succotash!
Land o' Goshen
Well, isn't that special?

RPGX Post of the Month
Interviews

Curated by Leviticus (with Lazer, HenryLockwood, HotsuSama,
MoldyNolds, Hafrogman, and bananabadger).
Every month there are posts that standout in their ingenuity, wit,
and writing style. These posts are appreciated by the community
and nominated for Post of the Month! What follows is an interview
with the past six winners of PoTM at RPG Crossing. We get a
glimpse into their approach to writing, inspiration, and general
advice for aspiring writers and gamers. Enjoy!
1. Where do you game from most often? Home? Work?
Phone? Office?
Lazer: I tend to game from everywhere; sitting in the car on my
phone whilst waiting for my son to finish football training, lying in
bed at night with my laptop, stealing twenty minutes on my
computer at work; just whenever I get the time and opportunity.
I find the biggest barrier to posting is mental energy; when life is
draining me most it can be difficult to summon up creativity.
Other than that, the world is my posting oyster.
HenryLockwood: I work from home, and I typically make my
posts when I need a short break (tea/coffee/lunch) and just need
to change the pace of what I'm thinking about.
HotsuSama: I have a home office where I do all of my posting,
usually at night when the rest of the house is asleep. I'm oldfashioned enough to still need a physical keyboard!
MoldyNolds: My previous job allowed me to do a good chunk of
my RPG Crossing gaming from the office, it was definitely a big
perk! I just started a new "work from home" job that requires
more on-demand readiness, and while I'm still settling into it, I'm
hoping in the coming weeks as I get used to it I'll be able to find
certain times that allow me to visit RPG Crossing. Currently the
vast majority of my writing is now done at my home PC in my
living room. Personally, I don't even like reading game posts on
my phone, much less writing them. Although, I will say the one
thing I do a lot on my phone is take notes. Whenever and
wherever an idea strikes me I pull out my phone, open my notetaking app, and jot down a sentence or two so I don't forget it
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later!
Besides this site, I do GM a home game every week at a friend's
house. The table has morphed over the years, but there are
currently four players plus myself as GM, and one of them plays
remotely.
Hafrogman: In the before times, I was definitely a work/office
poster. I spent my days chained to a desk and used RPGX as a
way to decompress in little chunks between tasks. Since March
2020, I work from home and the distinction between my job and
my home life have blurred away. It's much easier to get
distracted, so I find myself setting time aside to post.
bananabadger: For me, posting and playing on RPGx began at
the onset of the pandemic. It's been my lockdown and social
isolation hobby for my free time at home, and it continues to be
that.
2. What is your general approach/process to writing
posts?
Lazer: I keep post templates for each character in OneNote
(other note apps are available) so that I don't need to worry
about the dreaded lost post when the browser refreshes. I know
that some people use note apps which can automatically parse
shortcuts into BB code, and I love the idea of that, but I tend to
just write the BB code tags manually.
HenryLockwood: I don't have a conscious process. I usually
wait until I'm feeling inspired, unless I feel I'll be holding up a
scene. I am not much of a polisher/editor of my own posts,
because I'm a fast writer and (over?)confident in my own
spelling, grammar, and typing. However, sometimes I end up with
posts where I think "meh, it's OK" - and in all honesty, that's
probably how the readers feel as well!
On a good day, I think "Yes, I know exactly how my character
would act here, and I know exactly how I want to tell the story".
These ones just flow - I'm a fast typist and can get the ideas out
onto the screen almost as fast as they form. I then end up going
back, tweaking, improving the odd word, and so on.
HotsuSama: Laborious. I take far too long because I stop, start
again, stare at the screen and think about what I typed, nudge
forward a little further, get distracted with formatting …

MoldyNolds: The most important aspect for me is getting into
the right mindset. Setting the mood. I usually find that I do my
best writing when there are minimal distractions. For me that is
first thing in the morning. I usually wake up a few hours before
my partner and I find my brain is at its most creative in that
space.
Music is also a big part of that mindset for me. Putting some
headphones in with wordless, ambient music that matches the
tone of the post I'm about to write is a huge help!
After that I usually just open up my google doc that has all my
notes about the game and... just start writing, I guess? I would
definitely say I'm more of a discovery writer than an outliner.
Even if I have a vague idea of what a post will look like, I usually
write to find out what happens instead of outlining what will
happen and then writing it. And that's not to say one way is
better than the other! Everyone's brain works differently, I think
the key comes back to getting in the right mindset to foster
creativity, however that works best for you.
Hafrogman: I skim new posts from other users. I react to
anything that has happened to my character, dialog, mechanics,
etc. I figure out what I want my actions to be, narrate those, then
I fill in motivations and asides. After I post I reread and edit for
typos and readability.
bananabadger: It depends on the game and the character I'm
writing. Some characters are easier to write than others. For a
few characters, I have to be careful that other voices/
personalities aren't bleeding onto them. For example, I play two
characters in the Reluctant Heroes game GM'ed by Rasgorn/
Horseman/Gibbon. Both of these characters are humans, fightertypes, about the same age, with somewhat similar backgrounds.
When I post for one, I try to look over a recent post of the other
to make sure I am keeping them distinct. I'm hoping that gets
easier as the game advances.
3. How long did it take you to compose your winning
entry?
Lazer: My PoTM post took perhaps half an hour to write. When
I'm enjoying a game the words tend to flow quickly, and I'm not
really somebody who drafts and redrafts looking for perfection. At
most I post and then reread to weed out any spelling errors or
duplicated words.
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HenryLockwood: Well, I can't say for sure on this entry, but I
think it was about 45 minutes of writing and editing. This was in
the Outplay final round, so from hitting "Submit post" to my last
edit had to be under 1 hour. What I did was compose my post in a
text editor, then preview it (to make sure all the tags were in
place), then post. That gave me the dice rolls; I had to make sure
my narrative lined up with my number of successes. No point
saying "Aegaras single-handedly decapitated the demon" if I've
rolled 0 successes!
Overall I think there was about 15 minutes thinking about it the
night before, coming up with a concept, and brainstorming our
approach to the round (the three finalists had a Discord channel
where we exchanged ideas, banter, and proof-reading). Then, on
the Thursday (or whichever) morning, I wrote the post itself,
including all my edits.
HotsuSama: Unsure. Probably up to an hour to actually type out
the post in fits and starts, but extra time for prep on top of that,
including re-reading previous posts to make sure I was keeping
consistent in my character references and terminology.
MoldyNolds: Oh man, this one was a biggie! I would say that
after writing, editing, formatting, updating statblocks, and
everything else that goes into what I consider a fully-realized
post, my average player post takes anywhere from 30 minutes
(for a few paragraphs) to 2 hours (for an in-depth expository or
monologue kind of post). My average GM post takes anywhere
from 2-4 hours.
I'm almost positive this one was my longest post ever, not only in
terms of word count but also mechanical resolution. There were
multiple player rolls uncovering information and lore, new NPC's
to introduce, and I even created a new homebrew item; the
popcorn grenades! All in all I stopped writing and came back to
this post probably three times and spent a good 6-8 hours on it in
total!
Hafrogman: I didn't take note at the time, but timestamps tell
us no more than 90 minutes. A little bit longer than usual,
perhaps.
bananabadger: This flowed out immediately. When I began to
write the post, I realized that I had been thinking of the
background scenario to it, and had been waiting for it to receive

an invitation to the story.
4. Was there an inspiration for this post? Character? What
was it?
Lazer: The character in the post, Azar, is one of my favourites
that I've ever written. When looking at the concept you would be
forgiven for thinking that she is as edgy as a Sword fo Sharpness
(she is a torturer-turned-spy who was born and bred as a slave to
do the bidding of an evil empire), but it's her vulnerability which
is most compelling to write. She has discovered that she hates
the masters she has been serving after her empire destroyed the
town of a man whom she was falling in love with, and her first
small act of rebellion against them has been snowballing, so for
the first time in her adult life she has no control over her
immediate circumstances. She has found herself in the company
of people that would have been her enemies, but she has to work
with them, and much of what they say makes sense.
In this post in particular much of this is coming to a head. She
has been offered an opportunity to go into the town of her former
lover, to strike back at her old masters, but the fear which they
had instilled in her for her whole life is still very strong, so she
refuses (although in the following post she is swayed by another
of the party to participate and goes all in).
HenryLockwood: From memory, that post was where I was
scraping the barrel for ideas. I didn't want to write another
monologue, quoting poetry etc., but that was about the
character's main style - I had NOT made a very combat-ready
character for Outplay! So I thought "right, we're down to the
wire. He's mostly a coward, but he's also intelligent, and he
knows that running away today only postpones the inevitable.
What would he do in that desperation?".
As for the joke about "maybe that was werewolves", I just got
lucky, and it appeared!
HotsuSama: Not an inspiration so much as a long-awaited
cathartic moment for Turushno (the PC). The post is all about his
sister, whose fate has been hinted at for a long time now and has
finally been put out in the open. It combined a character-relevant
piece of backstory with a level-up milestone to contextualise the
PC's growth - emotionally and as an elemental monk.
MoldyNolds: So many inspirations, LOL! Firstly I gave my
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players rooms to create new scenes and NPC's, if they chose to.
The underground poker game (and all the players!) was a scene
initially conceived of by cottontailwind, then I invented Konrad
Korvis, who was actually loosely based off of a character I had
created to apply to a different game. Dr. Ouzo's investigations
were cotton's creations as well, I just fleshed them out based on
his die rolls.
For Niyaga's/Li Jie's section I had already provided a map of this
fictional version of Denver, which was really a map created by
SirInkman that I found on their DeviantArt page. The Academy of
Mysteries and Jino's House of Booms were taken from that map.
Niyaga created the naga librarian Xizelhesh and I came up with
the rest.
Hafrogman: The seeds for this post were planted during the
original application process. The DM (DaysUntold) included the
Blood Hunter in the available classes. I'd never played one, so I
looked over it and discovered I liked the werewolf themed
subclass. She also asked for secrets, things our characters would
be hiding. Combining the two, I had a basic idea, but I also knew
this secret would have to come out eventually. When it did, I won
PotM.
bananabadger: Almost every time I have been nominated for a
PotM, the inspiration has been another player providing a direct
prompt with a question or action from their character. I was lucky
that one of my first games (GM'ed by Exfilia) introduced me to
players who were simply selfless masters of interaction: Another
Dragoon, Lost Cheerio, Oakie and Fillyjonk. I try to emulate that
approach. Even though I don't always succeed, I know that if I
can feed fellow players, set them up for the big take-down or the
big-scene, then the entire game is more enjoyable for everyone.
This is something that play-by-post can do better, I think, than
live tabletop (or virtual) gaming.
5. Do you think your winning post was just one of many in
your style, or was this one special in some way?
Lazer: I think the post that won PoTM was fairly typical of my
style, although the main thing which made it stand out was that
the DM, 4eyedBadger, created a situation which was absolutely
guaranteed to cause my character, Azar, a good deal of distress.
Badger is a master at integrating the backstories of the PCs into
his world, and it makes playing his games particularly compelling.

HenryLockwood: There are several that I've written in that
style: slightly rambling but not too much, with a bit of humour
and a bit of action. However, that's like saying I've cooked many
curries in my life: some meat, some vegetables, some sauce, a
bit of chilli and a bit of savoury spicing. That doesn't mean the
balance always works as well as this one. A great post, as
opposed to a good post, needs balance: you can't have just
pathos, or just humour, because the contrast works for emphasis.
HotsuSama: I don't think I changed style all that much.
Although I gave myself a little more room to breathe here. Seeing
as this became such an emotional character moment for Turushno
I let myself double down on some indulgences, like fire/water
motifs to illustrate his growth.
MoldyNolds: I would say this post is definitely in my style,
whatever that is! If there was anything special about this post
then it would just be the sheer length of it and the attention given
to each individual player. Dr. Ouzo and Li Jie each got their own
fully fleshed out post covering days of in-game downtime (And
then Nao and The Wendigo in the subsequent post). It ended up
being a big investment and while I'm thrilled with how it turned
out, I definitely wouldn't want to write every post like that!
Hafrogman: I'd certainly like to claim that many of my posts
could have been PotM material. Obviously, not every post is my
best work, but I do think the writing quality here isn't notably
stronger. On the other hand, this post is special because I had
been building to it for so long. I had great fellow adventurers and
a great DM giving me so much to work with.
bananabadger: It was probably the only post where I'll naturally
be given a prompt to write about cheese, unrequited love, goaten
mail couriers, and best-friend bugbears.
6. What advice do you have for aspiring writers/gamers on
the site?
Lazer: Due to the way that players are chosen for games on
RPGX, character is king. The more thought and effort you put into
your application, the better your chances of being accepted and,
even better, the more you will end up enjoying the game! It's a
two-for-one! Just like In other types of stories, flawed characters
tend to be the most interesting so it pays to think about what
kind of flaws will interact best with the game which has been
presented.
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Is it a traditional hack-and-slash? Perhaps your character is a
coward, or can't ever back down from a fight, or overestimate
their own skill. Is it a mystery? Perhaps your character has strong
sympathy with the antagonist(s) and will struggle to see them for
what they are.
I had one character who was a petty, vindictive sort who had
suddenly been awarded power (as a warlock), and he was a joy
to write as he felt like he was finally getting what had been due to
him his whole life, but still struggled to suppress that petty
nature and interact well with the world. I had wanted a
redemption arc for him but, alas, he was offered even greater
power too early and turned bad. It was a great narrative
moment, though, and I wouldn't change a thing. This is the key
for me; don't become attached to a character because of what
they can do, but who they are, and let them find their own
natural conclusion.
HenryLockwood: First, and most important, HAVE FUN! But
more specifically, gaming is a very collaborative thing. Think
about how you can make the group's story more fun, and how
you can give the other players and even your GM a chance to
shine. Step into the limelight when it's offered, but don't hog it.
As an example, one of my favourite characters is a dwarf fighter
in heavy armour, with a tower shield. He's terrible in social
situations (usually manages to say the wrong thing, and has
serious BO), but he can draw fire like nobody's business. Do I try
and take over the negotiations? No! We have a cleric for that!
What I do is stand in the background looking ready to menace,
just in case.
And does the cleric summon meat-shields? No! We have a dwarf
for that
But remember: HAVE FUN.
HotsuSama: Only that not every post has to be a literary
masterpiece. Put something valuable in every post that players or
the GM can work with or respond to, but they don't all have to be
big character arc moments. Bank some material up for a big
dramatic moment if you can.
MoldyNolds: Read books. Lots of books. Different kinds of
books. Consume story-telling media. I've been reading fantasy
novels since the sixth grade, there's a lot of inspiration and
writing tools rattling around in my brain. Even if I don't

consciously recognize the tools I'm using, they're up there!
Something else that I have found not only useful to writing, but
just very interesting is a series of lectures by famous author
Brandon Sanderson. He guest lectured at his alma mater BYU in
2020 and put all the lectures up on his youtube channel. For free!
If that kind of thing interests you definitely go check them out.
Hafrogman: Never forget that we're playing a game with other
people. Coming to the (online) table with a story you want to tell
is good, but "no plan survives first contact with the enemy", as
they say. Work with your fellow players. Bend your ideas around
them and your story becomes their story. Now you're both
invested in it. Do the same thing with the adventure itself and the
DM's story is now everyone's.
bananabadger: This is an international gaming site with writers
representing a wide range of ages, backgrounds and acquired
command of the English language. I love that people can come
together to create and shape a story, each adding their own
strength and take to it: some great summary posts, some a turn
of phrase that perfectly describes another character, others a
well-timed action, and still others a crazy idea that bends the
scenario a new way. If you write with heart and good-intent, it
always comes across because someone else will be there to read
it, respond to it, and send it back your way.
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A knight: weapon and armor
Admin Dirk

A practical view of a common knight, towards the end of the 13th
century.
Knights are continually fighting, or at least are exercising most
violently in tourneys; yet the proportion of contestants slain is
not very great. This is because their armor makes them almost
invulnerable. After a battle, if you count the dead, you find they
are usually all from the poor villein infantry or the luckless camp
followers.
Yet this armored advantage has inconveniences. It is so heavy
that the knight is the prisoner of his own armor. He can hardly
mount his horse unassisted. Once flung from the saddle, he can
scarcely rise without help. The lightest suit of armor in common
use weighs at least fifty-five pounds. Powerful knights often wear
much heavier. Yet to be able to move about with reasonable
freedom, to swing one’s shield, to control one’s horse, and finally
to handle lance or sword with great strength and precision, doing
it all in this ponderous clothing of metal, are what squires must
learn to a nicety ere claiming knighthood. It is not surprising that
noblemen always prefer horseback, and fight on foot only in
emergencies.
The prime unit in a suit of armor is the hauberk. He who has a
fine hauberk, light (considering the material), pliable, and of such
finely tempered steel as to be all but impenetrable, has
something worth a small manor land. On this hauberk will often
depend on his life.
In the olden days, before about 1000 CE, the hauberk was a shirt
of leather or quilted cloth, covered by overlapping metal plates
like fish scales. By the end of the 13th century thanks to ideas
probably gathered from the Saracens, it is a shirt of ring mails, a
beautiful network of fine chains and links, in the manufacturing of
which the armorers can put forth remarkable skill. The double or
triple links are all annealed. The metal is kept bright and “white”
by constant polishing (a regular task for the squires), and the
richest of lords may have one gala shirt of mail which has been
silvered. These garments form an almost complete protection,
thanks to long sleeves, a long skirt below the knees, and a hood
coming right over the head and partly covering the cheeks. A few

brightly colored threads are sometimes worked into the links for
ornament, but the flashing sheen of a good hauberk is its
sufficient glory.
The next great unit in the armor is the helmet. Helmets have
been steadily becoming more complicated, but most warriors still
prefer a plain conical steel cap encircled with a band of metal
which may be adorned with gilt enamel. It has also a “nasal,” a
metal bar to protect the nose. Helmets are usually laced to the
hood of the hauberk by small leather straps. Since even a light
and well-tempered helmet is an uncomfortable thing, you seldom
wear it until just before going into action. “Lace helmets!” is the
order to get ready for a charge; and after a knight is wounded the
first friendly act is to unlace his headpiece. By the early thirteenth
century helmets are beginning to have closed visors to keep out
missiles. But these visors are immovable without taking off the
whole helm; and if they get displaced and the small eyeholes are
shifted, the wearer is practically blind. The old-style open helm
will therefore continue in vogue until the coming of the elaborate
plate armor and the more manageable jointed helms of the
fourteenth century.
The third great protection is the shield. These have been getting
smaller as hauberks and helmets have been improving; but one
cannot trust solely to the body armor. Besides, a shield is a kind
of offensive weapon. A sharp thrust with its edge or a push with
its broad surface may often knock your opponent over.
A new style of shield at this time is semioval and slightly pointed
at the bottom. It covers its possessor from shoulder to knees
while sitting on his horse. The stoutest kind of hide is used in
making it, with a backing of light, tough wood, and a strong rim
of metal. It curves inward slightly for the better protection of the
body. In the center is a metal knob, usually of brilliant brass, and
the name “buckler” comes from this strong “boss”. There is a big
leather strap by which the shield is ordinarily carried about the
neck; but when you go into action you run your left arm through
two strong handles.
A shield seems a simple object, but almost as much skill goes into
compacting the wood, leather, and metal into one strong mass,
not easily split or pierced, as into making the hauberk. The front,
of course, is highly colored, and, although the heraldic “coat
armor” has yet hardly developed, every cavalier will flaunt some
design of a lion, eagle, dragon, cross, or floral scroll. As for the
handling of the shield, it is nearly as great a science as the
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handling of the sword; indeed, the trained warrior knows how to
make shield and sword, or shield and lance, strike or fend
together almost as one weapon.
Nevertheless, it is the strictly offensive weapons on which the
noble warrior sets greatest store, and the weapon par excellence
is the sword. Barons often love their swords perhaps more than
they love their wives. They treat them almost as if they are
persons. They try to keep them through their entire lives. There
are many fashions in swords. You can always revive a flagging
conversation by asking whether your companion likes a tapering
blade or one of uniform thickness and weight. But the average
weapon is about three inches wide at the hilt, and some thirty-two
inches long in blade, slightly tapering. The hilt should be adorned
with gilt, preferably set with pearls, and at the end have a knob
containing some small saints’ relics placed behind a bit of crystal
to reveal the holy objects.
One typical sword was said to thus contain some dried blood of St.
Basil, several hairs of St. Maurice, and lint from the robe which St.
Mary Magdalene wore after she repented. These relics are
convenient, for whenever a promise must be authenticated, the
oath taker merely claps his hand on his hilt, and his vow is
instantly registered in heaven.
The lance is the other great weapon of the cavalier. Normally you
use it in the first combats, and resort to your sword only after the
lance is broken. The average lance is not more than ten feet long .
It has a lozenge- shape head of fine Poitou or Castile steel. Care
must be taken in selecting straight, tough, supple wood for the
shaft and in drying it properly, for the life of the warrior may
depend on the reliability of his lance shaft, and the amount of
sudden strain which it can stand in a horse-to-horse encounter.
Ashwood is ordinarily counted the best. As a rule there is no
handle on the butt. The art of grasping the round wood firmly, of
holding the long weapon level with the hip, and finally of making
the sharp tip strike squarely on the foeman’s shield (however he
may slant the latter) is a matter of training for wrist and eye
which possibly exceeds all skill in fencing. The whole body works
together in lance play. The horse must be guided by the knees;
the shield must be shifted with the left hand, the lance with the
right; the eye and nerves must be under perfect control—and
then, with man and horse fused into one.
Lances grew longer and stouter in the later Middle Ages. In the
fourteenth century they were about fifteen feet long and were a

kind of battering rams designed to dash one’s opponent out of the
saddle, even if his armor were not pierced.
Another weapon not infrequently used was the mace, an iron
headed war club with a fairly long handle. In powerful hands such
a weapon could fell the sturdiest opponent, however good his
armor. The mace was somewhat the favorite of martial bishops,
abbots, and other churchmen, who thus evaded the letter of the
canon for bidding clerics to “smite with the edge of the sword,” or
to “shed blood.” The mace merely smote your foe senseless or
dashed out his brains, without piercing his lungs or breast!
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Are you an avid writer?
Community Supporter?
Connoisseur of games?
Master of puns?
Would be interviewer?
Lover of all things wodine?
Budding or accomplished artist?
Interested in giving back to to the RPGX community?
An Elder thing?
Something else entirely?
Whatever the case may be, ER needs you!

If you are interested in contributing writing (stories,
interviews, adventures, gaming supplements, poetry, etc…)
to Explosive Runes the instructions can be found in the
Library forum, or you may contact wodine or any contributor.
If you are interested in contributing artwork to Explosive
Runes we are currently looking into ways to make that
process easier, if you have artwork your would like to
contribute or suggestions for how to ease along that
process, please contact wodine directly.
Thank you for reading, and happy gaming!

